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Quaderni di Sociologia 91 2024-04-09 gianfranco poggi 1934 2023 la società contemporanea re thinking the quality of public space i
letteria g fassari martina löw gioia pompili emanuela spanò preface dominik bartmanski seonju kim martina löw timothy pape jörg
stollmann smart new world ways of seeing spatiotemporal logics of social refiguration in new songdo city paolo do letteria g fassari
the quality of public space among hybrid nature ruins the case of bullicante lake in rome elifcan karacan quality of space as
experienced impacts of needs and affordability on spatial appropriation of cross border labor commuters alina dambrosio clementelli
women s safety between neo liberalization and re writings of public spaces séverine marguin vivien sommer public spaces as
homophilic spaces belonging and accessibility in berlin s club culture claudia cantale mapping change imagine antico corso what
family photo archives say about the neighbourhood teoria e ricerca antonio russo il mezzogiorno nella trappola dello sviluppo
intermedio un interpretazione neo schumpeteriana della mancata convergenza recensioni alfio mastropaolo fare la guerra con altri
mezzi sociologia storica del governo democratico 2023 alon helled stefano tomelleri il capro espiatorio l uso strategico della violenza
2023 uliano conti
Storia della storiografia 2004 this work contains the papers of the thirteenth conference on antitrust between eu law and national
law held in treviso on may 24 and 25 2018 under the patronage of the european lawyers union union des avocats européens uae the
associazione italiana per la tutela della concorrenza the italian section of the ligue internationale du droit de la concurrence lidc the
associazione italiana giuristi di impresa aigi the european company lawyers association ecla and the associazione antitrust italiana aai
some of the papers have been extensively reviewed and updated by the authors prior to publication the contributions contained in this
volume are the result of an in depth analysis and study of the most salient issues arising from the application of antitrust rules carried
out by experienced and high ranking professionals in house lawyers academics and eu national and international institutional
representatives who attended the conference they deal with extremely topical issues lying at the heart of current antitrust debate
some of the most contemporary topics include those related to private antitrust enforcement after the implementation of directive
2014 104 eu and to the interplay between antitrust and intellectual property rights ample consideration is also given to recent
developments in the field of new technologies and the related antitrust issues as well as to the relations between consumer protection
and antitrust questo volume contiene gli atti del xiii convegno sul tema antitrust fra diritto nazionale e diritto dell unione europea
tenutosi a treviso il 24 e 25 maggio 2018 con il patrocinio dell unione degli avvocati europei uae dell associazione italiana per la tutela
della concorrenza sezione italiana della ligue internationale du droit de la concurrence lidc dell associazione italiana dei giuristi di
impresa aigi della european company lawyers association aeje ecla e dell associazione antitrust italiana aai alcuni contributi sono stati
sostanzialmente rivisti ed aggiornati dagli autori prima della pubblicazione gli articoli contenuti nel presente volume sono il frutto del
prezioso lavoro di studio e approfondimento delle più interessanti tematiche correlate all applicazione del diritto antitrust svolto da
qualificati esponenti del mondo professionale imprenditoriale accademico ed istituzionale intervenuti al convegno i contributi
pubblicati affrontano temi di estrema rilevanza che rappr sentano il cuore delle problematiche antitrust oggi maggiormente dibattute
tra le quali spiccano per attualità quelle connesse al private enforcement ed al risarcimento dei danni in seguito dell attuazione della
direttiva 2014 104 ue nonché alle interazioni tra diritto antitrust e diritti di proprietà intellettuale ampio spazio è inoltre dedicato alle
tematiche concernenti le nuove tecnologie e la loro rilevanza dal punto di vista antitrust nonché ai rapporti tra tutela del consumatore
e diritto antitrust



Chiesa cattolica ed Europa centro-orientale 2004 authors costa and zolo share the conviction that a proper understanding of the
rule of law today requires reference to a global problematic horizon this book offers some relevant guides for orienting the reader
through a political and legal debate where the rule of law and the doctrine of human rights is a concept both controversial and
significant at the national and international levels
L'ethos del mercato. Un'introduzione ai fondamenti antropologici e relazionali dell'economia 2012-01-09 the renaissance paradigm in
crisis politics language and power individualism identity and gender art science and humanism religion tradition and innovation
Mass media e controllo sociale nella società di massa 2019-09-09 why was early modern europe the starting point of the economic
expansion which led to the industrial revolution what was the state s role in this momentous transformation a history of states and
economic policies in early modern europe takes a comparative approach to answer these questions demonstrating that wars public
finance and state intervention in the economy were the key elements underlying european economic dynamics of the era structured in
two parts the book begins by examining the central issues of the state economy relationship including military revolution the fiscal
state and public finance mercantilism the formation of commercial empires and the economic war between britain and france in the
1700s the second part presents a detailed comparison between the different economic policies of the most important european states
looking at their unique demographic economic military and institutional contexts taken as a whole this work provides a valuable
analysis of early modern economic history and a picture of europe s global position on the eve of the industrial revolution this book
will be useful to students and researchers of economic history early modern history and european history
Antitrust between EU Law and national law/Antitrust fra diritto nazionalee diritto dell'unione europea 2009 this vast
collection of scholarly writings examines a wide range of legal topics including for example european private international law of
obligations and internal market legislation a matter of coordination balancing sovereignty and party autonomy in private international
law parenthood for same sex couples challenges of private international law from a scandinavian perspective the use of unpublished
opinions on relocation law by the california courts of appeal hiding the evidence spousal support after divorce under american family
law an attempt to contribute to the alimony debate working with children the balance between the protection of children and the right
to work with children changing parenthood after divorce the contribution of the uncitral arbitration rules to international commercial
arbitration universalism and tradition the use of non binding principles in international commercial law problems in the
implementation of wto law in the people s republic of china notes on the pellegrini judgment of the european court of human rights
professional traditions the reciprocating ethics of jurist and judge
I diritti umani di fronte al giudice internazionale 2007-05-06 the essays that comprise this study of 20th century fascism shift the
focus away from the german and italian models and towards the influence of fascist ideology within other countries
The Rule of Law History, Theory and Criticism 1944 ralph waldo emerson s decision to quit the ministry arrived at painfully during the
summer and fall of 1832 was accompanied by illness so severe that he was forced to give up any immediate thought of a new career
instead in december he embarked on a tour of europe that was to take him to italy france scotland and england within a year after his
return in the fall in 1833 his health largely restored he went to live in the town of concord his home from then on the record of
emerson s ten months in europe which makes up a large part of this book is unusually detailed and personal actually a diary recording
what emerson saw and did as well as what he thought he describes cities scenes and buildings that he found striking in one way or



another and he gives impressions of the people he met during his travels he made the acquaintance of landor of lafayette and of
carlyle wordsworth and coleridge all of whom stimulated him in paris he was so much stirred by a visit to the jardin des plantes that
he determined to become a naturalist on his return to america still without a profession he reverted in his journals to the more
impersonal form they had taken in his days as a minister focusing on his inner experiences rather than on external events notes start
dotting the pages once again this time not so much for future sermons although for years he did a certain amount of occasional
preaching as for the addresses of the public lecturer he would soon become through the thirty four months covered by this volume the
journals continue to he the advancing record of emerson s mind demonstrating a growing maturity and firmness of style by
compression and aphorism
U.S.A. 2016 the volume explores the relationship of artists and intellectuals from ancient greece to modern times
Profitti del potere. Stato ed economia nell'Europa moderna 2014 in the last years the discussion around what is fascism if this
concept can be applied to present forms of politics and if its seeds are still present today became central in the political debate this
discussion led to a vast reconsideration of the meaning and the experience of fascism in europe and is changing the ways in which
scholars of different generations look at this political ideology and come back to it and it is also changing the ways in which we
consider the experience of italian fascism in the european and global context the aim of the book is building a general history of
fascism and its historiography through the analysis of 13 different fundamental aspects which were at the core of fascist project or of
fascist practices during the regime each essay considers a specific and meaningful aspect of the history of italian fascism reflecting on
it from the vantage point of a case study the essays thus reinterrogates the history of fascism to understand in which way fascism was
able to mould the historical context in which it was born how and if it transformed political cultural social elements that were already
present in italy the themes considered are violence empire war politics economy religion culture but also antifascism and the impact
of fascism abroad especially in the twenties and at the beginnings of the thirties the book could be both used for a general public
interested in the history of europe in the interwar period and for an academic and scholarly public since the essays aim to develop a
provocative reflection on their own area of research
GROSS VIOLATIONS DEI DIRITTI DELLE DONNE IN MESSICO 2003 the persistence of ndrangheta activities around the world
show that deterrence efforts alone directed against organized crime fall short in significantly reducing or preventing ndrangheta
organized crime additional approaches derived from the rational choice perspective rcp are discussed which include routine activities
ra and situational crime prevention scp these practical approaches are applied to ndrangheta for the purpose of identifying required
changes in the environment i e political economic social technological legal that are inclusive of environmental pestle in a framework
using dynamic operational design planning and assessment approach dodpaa this approach offers a process for designing actions and
measuring results for confronting ndrangheta organized crime an example framework model using cocaine transiting through the port
of gioia tauro is created as an illustration to assist in developing a law enforcement judicial and legislative plans of action in order to
measure evaluate and have results integrated into more detailed comprehensive plans of action for reducing and eventually
preventing overall ndrangheta organized crime this book presents a unique practical method process and model for security
practitioners criminologists and policy makers to consider for designing plans of action to confront challenge and assess future
counter ndrangheta efforts



The Renaissance 2003 in this the first comprehensive study of city states in medieval europe tom scott analyzes reasons for cities
aquisitions of territory and how they were governed he argues that city states did not wither after 1500 but survived by
transformation and adaption
Il disegno. L'architettura del moderno. Dalla rivoluzione industriale a oggi. Per il triennio 2019-04-24 the book deals with
illicit trafficking in the mediterranean seen as a borderline issue between mobility and security under a strongly interdisciplinary
approach the opening part is dedicated to issues that transversally concern illegal trafficking criminological criminal law criminal
procedure but also international law issues this part presents a kind of general theory of illegal trafficking showing its recurring
aspects and identifying the legal and criminal political issues that would be best addressed by a unified approach to the matter the
other parts are devoted to presenting instead a special part overview of illegal trafficking the second and the third section are devoted
in particular to illegal traffics having human beings as their objects more specifically the second part examines smuggling of migrants
which has a central criminological and criminal political relevance among the illegal traffics taking place in the mediterranean the
third part deals with the neighbouring theme of human trafficking especially in its connection with the problem of labour exploitation
finally the fourth part focuses on some trafficking in goods offering a selected and representative overview of some of the most
significant forms that such trafficking can take tobacco trafficking drug trafficking and trafficking in cultural goods
A History of States and Economic Policies in Early Modern Europe 2006 in 1977 youth revolts spectacular in their intensity
creativity and violence would send shockwaves throughout italian society these rebellions belonging to the autonomia movement were
characterised by a mass refusal of wage labour and powered by novel experiments in communication in particular the printed word
hundreds of revolutionary newspapers known as movement sheets would circulate italy during those years acting as little machines to
produce political subjectivity this book contains the recollections of the autonomist militant philosopher and media theorist franco bifo
berardi on autonomia and the tumultuous events of 77 told through the pages of a traverso the bolognese movement sheet he
produced with others between 1975 1981 in texts translated into english for the first time presented alongside extensive archival
material and stunning photographs this book explores the subversion exuberance and joy of the movement of 77 while raising
important questions about the role of creative collectivity and experimental communication for militants today texts by franco bifo
berardi ryan duffy dante philp nick thoburn jamila squire seth wheeler foreword by bobby gillespie primal scream translated by ivana
bevilacqua matthew lee and lukasz risso cover design layout by tom greenwood internal design by tom greenwood jamila squire seth
wheeler edited by jamila squire seth wheeler photos by tano d amico enrico scuro and uliano lucas
Liber Memorialis Petar Šarčević 2013-10-08 the aim of this book is to reconstruct the violent nature of the march on rome and to
emphasise its significance in demarcating a real break in the country s history and the beginning of the fascist dictatorship this aspect
of the march has long been obscured first by the fascists celebratory project and then by the ironic and reductive interpretation of the
event put forward by anti fascists this volume focuses on the role and purpose of fascist political violence from its origins in doing so it
highlights the conflictual nature of the march by illustrating the violent impact it had on italian institutions as well as the importance
of a debate on this political turning point in italy and beyond the volume also examines how the event crucially contributed to the
construction of a dictatorial political regime in italy in the weeks following mussolini s appointment as head of the government
originally published in italian this book fills a notable gap in current critical discussion surrounding the march in the english language



International Fascism, 1919-45 1964 gestrinov zbornik je zbornik razprav v počastitev osemdesetletnice nestorja slovenske
zgodovine akad prof dr ferda gestrina zbornik poleg predgovora prinaša 48 prispevkov uglednih domačih in tujih avtorjev v uvodnem
delu so združeni bio in bibliografski podatki o jubilantu ostali prispevki so razvrščeni v pet tematskih sklopov prvi zajema pet razprav
ki posegajo v obravnavo mediteranskega prostora nadaljnji blok devetih prispevkov slika zgodovino vzhodnoalpskega prostora v
srednjem in novem veku sledi skupina desetih razprav o gospodarski zgodovini četrti sklop vsebuje dvanajst prispevkov ki slikajo
politično in populacijsko zgodovino od srede 19 stoletja do druge svetovne vojne zadnja peta skupina sedmih prispevkov je heterogena
obravnava pa tematiko šolstva in izobrazbe teoretična historiografska in filozofska vprašanja
Journals and Miscellaneous Notebooks of Ralph Waldo Emerson, Volume IV: 1832-1834 2012-11-30 the leader s portrait
produced in a variety of media statues coins billboards posters stamps is a key instrument of propaganda in totalitarian regimes but
increasingly also dominates political communication in democratic countries as a result of the personalization and spectacularization
of campaigning written by an international group of contributors this volume focuses on the last one hundred years covering a wide
range of countries around the globe and dealing with dictatorial regimes and democratic systems alike as well as discussing the
effigies that are produced by the powers that be for propaganda purposes it looks at the uses of portraiture by antagonistic groups or
movements as forms of resistance derision denunciation and demonization this volume will be of interest to researchers in visual
studies art history media studies cultural studies politics and contemporary history
Art, Intellect and Politics 2022-03-10 this book explores the italian stock exchange through its construction and consolidation while
examining and criticizing the birth of the capital city through the evolution of the stock exchange the transformation of rome is
examined from the capital of a pre unification state to the papal state exploring its social political administrative and financial fabric
the book examines that path to becoming the capital of italy offering a unique volume for researchers academics and students of
financial history and financial markets
Rethinking the History of Italian Fascism 2019-06-30 this book is the first conceptual and comparative empirical work on the relation
between corporatism and dictatorships bringing both fields under a joint conceptual umbrella it operationalizes the concepts of social
and political corporatism diffusion and critical junctures and their particular application to the study of fascist era dictatorships the
book s carefully constructed balance between theory and case studies offers an important contribution to the study of dictatorships
and corporatism through the development of specific indicators in critical junctures of regime change and institutionalization as well
as qualitative data based on different sources such as party manifestos constitutions and constitutional reforms expert commissions
and the legislation that introduces corporatism this book traces transnational sources of inspiration in different national contexts by
bringing together a number of both established and new voices from across the field this book will be of interest to students and
scholars of fascism dictatorship and modern european politics
‘Ndrangheta of Calabria: Exploring a Pragmatic Approach to Confronting Organized Crime 2012-02-09 drawing on a
gramscian theoretical perspective and developing a systematic comparative approach the civic foundations of fascism in europe
challenges the received tocquevillian consensus on authoritarianism by arguing that fascist regimes just like mass democracies
depended on well organised rather than weak and atomised civil societies in making this argument the book focuses on three crucial
cases of interwar authoritarianism italy spain and romania selected because they are all counterintuitive from the perspective of



established explanations while usefully demonstrating the range of fascist outcomes in interwar europe civic foundations argues that
in all three cases fascism emerged because of the rapid development of voluntary associations combined with weakly developed
political parties among the dominant class thus creating a crisis of hegemony riley then traces the specific form that this crisis took
depending on the form of civil society developed autonomous as in italy elite dominated as in spain or state dominated as in romania in
the nineteenth century
The City-State in Europe, 1000-1600 2023-12-23 this volume brings together a set of classic essays by domenico sella in which he
reassesses the economic fortunes of northern italy in particular lombardy and venice during the 16th and 17th centuries in addition
the literature on the economics and society of northern italy had hitherto dealt primarily with the major cities milan florence and
venice and their celebrated manufactures extensive commercial activities and banking by contrast their countryside was largely
neglected and its population dismissed as an undifferentiated mass of peasants fully engaged in farming the essays in this volume
represent as many soundings into this long forgotten rural world as it turns out rural communities often harbored handicraft
industries and the latter appear to have avoided the debacle that hit the urban economies and their celebrated manufactures highly
regulated as they were by the guilds in the face of international competition
The Challenges of Illegal Trafficking in the Mediterranean Area 2000 the beginnings of the state in europe is a central topic of
contemporary historical research the making of such early modern italian regional states as florence the kingdom of naples milan and
venice exemplifies a decisive turn in the state tradition of western europe the origins of the state in italy 1300 1600 represents the
best in american british and italian scholarship and offers a valuable and critical overview of the key problems of the emergence of the
state in europe some of the topics covered include the political legitimacy of the aborning regional states the changing legal culture
the conflict between church and state the forces shaping public finances and the creation of the italian league the eight essays in this
collection originally appeared in the journal of modern history contributors include roberto bizzocchi giorgio chittolini trevor dean
riccardo fubini elena fasano guarini aldo mazzacane anthony molho and pierangelo schiera this volume will appeal to historians
historical sociologists and historians of political thought
La traduzione 2024-03-18 die soziologie wissenschaftlichen ruhms ist weitgehend unerforscht ein versuch ihn mit behavioristischen
methoden ffir die politikwissenschaft zu analysieren den somit und tanenhaus unternahmen ziihlt zu den faktoren die
wissenschaftlichen ruhm bedingen originelle ideen beitriige zur syste matisierung anregung wissenschaftlicher forschung publikation
vielge brauchter lehrbficher und organisatorische fiihigkeiten carl joachim friedrich wurde bei dieser analyse obwohl ihr gelegentlich
ein behaviori stisches bias nachgesagt wurde von einem grossen prozentsatz der inter viewten politikwissenschaftler sehr hiiufig zu
den bedeutendsten gelehrten seines faches geziihlt einmalig war die dauer der wissenschaftlichen hoch schiitzung die er in einer zeit
einer immer kurzlebiger werdenden wissen schaftlichen reputation genoss friedrich war neben lasswell einer der wenigen die sowohl
vor 1945 als auch nach 1945 unter den 15 bedeutendsten 1 politikwissenschaftlern genannt wurden es wird schwer sein unter den
fiinf voraussetzungen wissenschaftlicher reputation einen einzelnen grund ffir die bedeutung c j friedrichs herauszustellen neue ideen
entwickelte friedrich so umstritten manche vor allem in der totalitarismusforschung gewesen sein mogen besonders in der erfor
schung des konstitutionalismus des foderalismus und des totalitarismus seine bekanntesten beitriige zur systematisierung der
forschungsergebnisse sind die werke constitutional government and democracy 1937 if und man and his government 1963



A Thousand Little Machines: A/traverso and the Movement of ’77 2019-02-28 from the days of the emperor augustus 27 b c a d
14 the emperor and his court had a quintessential position within the roman empire it is therefore clear that when the impact of the
roman empire is analysed the impact of the emperor and those surrounding him is a central issue the study of the representation and
perception of roman imperial power is a multifaceted area of research which greatly helps our understanding of roman society in its
successive parts this volume focuses on 1 the representation and perception of roman imperial power through particular media
literary texts inscriptions coins monuments ornaments and insignia but also nicknames and death bed scenes 2 the representation and
perception of roman imperial power in the city of rome and the various provinces 3 the representation of power by individual
emperors
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